Klinefelter's syndrome as a model of anomalous cerebral laterality: testing gene dosage in the X chromosome pseudoautosomal region using a DNA microarray.
Consistent handedness and language laterality are two of the most striking behavioral and cognitive asymmetries observed in humans. Alterations in the typical pattern of cerebral laterality, termed "anomalous dominance," is observed in left-handers and some patients with verbal learning disabilities. We undertook the study of a genetically distinct group of subjects, XXY males (Klinefelter's syndrome; KS), who demonstrate anomalous dominance in a variety of testing paradigms in order to begin to elucidate the molecular basis of anomalous dominance in this population. KS subjects manifest specific verbal learning disability, evidence of altered functional laterality for phonologic processing, and an increase in left-handedness when measured by skill. It is proposed that an alteration in gene dosage in the pseudoautosomal region (PAR) of the sex chromosomes is the most likely explanation for anomalous dominance in these patients. This is especially intriguing in light of previously described genetic models of cerebral laterality that suggest a contributing locus in the PAR, or adjacent high homology regions of the X chromosome. We have developed an ordered DNA microarray covering the X chromosome PAR at high resolution for hybridization with two-color fluorescently labeled probes. We demonstrate the ability to detect changes in hybridization signal that will facilitate efficient large-scale screening of this region for alterations in gene dosage associated with features of anomalous dominance and other cognitive or behavioral phenotypes.